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 Demand Response through Residential Charging 
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Real-time Traffic Information 
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•  Mitigation of distribution overloads via a decentralized framework in 
which the aggregator seeks to maximize its profits while the 
consumers minimize their costs in response to time-varying prices, 
and additional incentives provided to mitigate potential overloads in 
the distribution system. 

Privacy in Demand Response Algorithms 

www.privacybydesign.ca34 www.privacybydesign.ca

he time you jump into the 
shower in the morning, 

the time you !nally "ick off that 
TV at night — even the time you 
set your home security alarm.

Ontario’s privacy czar wants 

THEY KNOW WHEN YOU ARE SLEEPING ...

THEY KNOW WHEN YOU ARE AWAKE ... THEY KNOW WHEN YOU 
ARE IN THE SHOWER ...

What time you sleep,cook, shower, turn 
on the tv, or set the alarm system can 
be tracked by the province’s emerging 
smart grid hydro system, possibly tipping 
off thieves to a household’s habits. “This 
thing has to be protected like Fort Knox,” 
says Ontario’s privacy commissioner Ann 
Cavoukian.

Toronto Star, May 12, 2010 
Tanya Talaga

Hydro meter info a boon for thieves, marketers, and must be protected, privacy czar says

to keep the information 
secret. Personal privacy must 
remain paramount as the “smart 
grid” electricity system is built 
around the province, said Ann 
Cavoukian, Ontario’s information 
and privacy commissioner.

As the grid collects information 
on power usage and smart 
meters are installed in Ontario 
homes to track consumption 
data, that personal information 
could represent a treasure 
trove for hackers, thieves or 

T
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1. Regret Minimization Algorithms to minimize data communication 

Electricity Price 

Use gradient projection to minimize both customer and utility company regret 

Regret: 

Update only once at the end of the day 

Utility Company Cost: Customer Cost: 
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: Index for different days 

Unknown and Uncertain Base Load 

•  Theorem: The average charging profiles and the pricing policy converge to a Nash equilibrium 
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Differentially private, distributed EV charging
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Diff. private solution
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Add Laplace noise to 
protect privacy

Privacy vs. sub-optimality 
tradeoffs

Private smart metering using storage

Mutual 
information 
I(X;Y) as a 
metric of 
privacy

What will be the effecton power grid of large scale PEV integration? 
1.  Commercial charging v/s residential charging 
2.  Charging with V2G v/s charging without V2G 

  PEV Ecosystem 

1. Multi-objective energy-aware charging station placement 

Multi-objective Optimization Model	 Pareto Optimality	

!

Maximum Number of Reachable Households	

!

Minimum Overall Energy Cost of Charging Actions	

Results: 
        (1) DP algorithm achieves increased profit (up to 9%) compared 
to greedy algorithm; 
        (2) An electricity storage is beneficial for protecting charging 
station from volatile wholesale prices and improving profits;  
       (3) Charging station chooses different electricity purchase 
strategies (aggressive or conservative) according to different energy 
storages costs (low or high). 
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 Approach: 
        (1) Employ a linear regression model to estimate the spatio-
temporal charging demand 
        (2) Construct an optimization framework, taking into account, 
electricity wholesale market, energy storage, renewable energy 
integration, and user satisfaction; 
        (3) Apply dynamic programming (DP) to derive the optimal 
charging prices and electricity purchase at each selling horizon. 

An optimization framework for the operating model of battery swapping 
stations. The proposed model considers the day-ahead scheduling 
process. Battery demand uncertainty is modeled using inventory robust 
optimization, while multi-band robust optimization is employed to model 
electricity price uncertainty. 

Service Provision through V2G  

The provision of services from EVs could reduce the useful life of the 
battery and thus introduce a cost that needs to be taken into account 
when scheduling the charging of these EVs. The objective function 
explicitly takes into account the cost of battery degradation (chemistry 
and class dependent) not only when used to provide services to the 
system but also in terms of the EV utilization for motion. 

• Emulation of a charging station for 
research and teaching 

• Vehicle representation: battery 
• Vehicle modes: charge (in station) and 

discharge (on road)  
• Allows to demo scheduling and 

discharge curves as well as different 
charge options 

• Allows to study effects on different 
battery types  

• Allows to study longevity of a battery as 
function of charging characteristics 
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Dynamic Game 

v2 

v3 

Not selling on day 1 

v3 =0 

Payoff  = 0 

Recharges the battery: 
total charge to sell 

increases 

Net payoff of player 3 on day 1 = 0 + v3 

Also studied Price Formation processes in V2G markets 

B. Preliminary Results

In every period, each prosumer is faced with the choice
between selling si units or witholding them to sell at a higher
price in the future, when other prosumers might be running
low on their power reserves. We characterize the optimal
price strategy for every prosumer in terms of her indifference
price. To begin with, we note first that the evolution of the
value function satisfies the following dynamic programming
recursive equations for the marginal unit valuation. For each
state s ∈ S and pi ∈ P, we have :

V π
i (s; pi)= r(s,(pi,π−i(s)))+β ∑

s′∈S

V π
i (s′). f (s′;(pi,π−i(s)),s),

(6)
V π

i (s) = suppi∈P[V π
i (s; pi)]. (7)

Equation (6) for player i determines the value of selling si
units of power in the current state at the given price pi
when other players bid according to strategy πi. Equation
(7) determines the value of the best decision, i.e., the price
at which the prosumer should bid in current period in order
to maximize her payoff.

Our main result is that the Markovian strategy combination
π where each prosumer bids at her indifference price is an
equilibria of the game defined in Section II. We provide
the proof in section III C. We start with two preliminary
results that extend the incentive compatibility and individual
rationality properties of a VCG mechanism [9], [10], [11] to
the repeated and dynamic setting that we consider.

Lemma 1: For every state s in period t, under the strat-
egy combination π where πi(s) = p̃i(s,π) (i.e., each pro-
sumer bids at her indifference price), the immediate payoff
ri(π(s),s) of the i-th winning prosumer in the period t is
always greater than or equal to p̃i(s,π)si for the si units of
power that are sold.

Proof: Consider a VCG auction A comprising of N
players with the i-th player having si units with true valuation
of these units for player i being disi with di = p̃i(s,π). Let
the player i be selected to sell si units at payoff γi (calculated
using (3)) by the VCG mechanism. Thus, the utility of the
i-th player is given by Ui = γi − disi.
Now, by the individual rationality property of the VCG,
utility of each participating player Ui ≥ 0. This implies that
γi − disi ≥ 0; thus, γi ≥ disi. Now, we note that the number
of participating players, bid prices and the number of units
are the same in the auction A and the auction held in our
problem with state s at period t. Since the winners and the
payoffs are chosen according to the same rules, we will have
that in our problem as well, the immediate payoff of each
player is given by ri(π(s),s) = γi. Since γi ≥ disi, this implies
that ri(π(s),s) ≥ disi = p̃i(s,π)si.

Lemma 2: For every state s in period t, under the strategy
combination π where πi(s) = p̃i(s,π), the immediate payoff
ri(π(s),s) (calculated using (3)) of every winning prosumer
i if she bids at her indifference price p̃i(s,π) is no less than
the payoff r((di,π−i(s)),s) obtained if she bids at another
price di %= p̃i(s,π), provided she still wins the auction by
bidding at price di.

Proof: Consider a VCG auction A comprising of N
players with the i-th player possessing si units to sell with
true valuation of these si units for player i being pisi, with
pi = p̃i(s,π). Let the player i be selected to sell si units at
payoff γi (calculated using (3)) by the VCG mechanism when
she bids at pi. Thus, the utility of the i-th player by bidding
at pi is given by Ui = γi − pizi.
Now, let player i bid at price di %= pi, for the same si number
of units. Let player i is still alloted to sell si units at payoff
αi calculated using (3). Utility of player i by bidding at
di is U = αi − pizi. By incentive compatibility property of
the VCG mechanism γi − pizi ≥ αi − pizi, which implies
that γi ≥ αi. Now, we note that the number of participating
players, true bid prices, the reported bid prices and the
number of units are same in the auction A and the auction
held in our problem with state s at period t. Since the winners
and the payoffs are chosen according to the same rules, we
will have that in our problem as well, the payoff of player
i by bidding at p̃i(s,π) is ri(πi(s),s) = γi and by bidding at
di is r((di,π−i(s)),s) = αi. Since γi ≥ αi, this implies that
ri(πi(s),s)≥ r((di,π−i(s)),s).

C. Identifying the MPE

We now present the main result of this paper that shows
that an MPE of the game is the strategy combination when
every player bids at her indifference price.

Theorem 1: A strategy combination of the form π where
πi(s) = p̃i(s,π) for all s ∈ S is a Markov Perfect Equilibrium
for the game described in Section II.

Proof: In order to prove the desired result, we need
to prove two statements. Consider that the winning bidders
and payoffs are selected when prosumers bid at indifference
prices. We need to prove that

1) Statement S1-Any prosumer i who is able to win the
auction in the current period and is selected to sell si
units cannot get a higher value by bidding at a price
other than p̃i(s,π),

2) Statement S2-Any prosumer i who is not selected to
sell in the current period cannot get higher payoff by
changing her bid.

We begin by proving the first statement S1. First note that
in this case, the value obtained by prosumer i by bidding at
her indifference price is:

V1 = γi +β ∑
s′∈S

V π
i (s′) f (s′,π(s),s)

= γi +β ∑
s′∈S

V π
i (s′) f (s′,(0,π−i(s)),s). (8)

This equality follows from the fact that the prosumer is able
to sell si units even by bidding at price 0. Here, γi is the
immediate payoff of prosumer i calculated using equation
(3).
Now we need to consider the value function in three alternate
cases.
Case 1.1: Prosumer i bids at a price b that is greater than
her indifference price p̃i(s,π) and is not selected to sell any
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